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Welcome to the
Quality Buyers
Guide eBook

By Buck Bicek, Publisher

Revamped and refreshed to reflect today’s digital reality.

As the go-to source of information for the quality industry, we at Quality continually strive
to make it easy for you to find the inspection, measurement, and testing equipment
suppliers and services that can help your business.
We created this new eBook version of the Quality Buyers Guide to mesh with today’s
digital on-the-go reality. But while the format may have changed to keep up with the
times, the reliable, up-to-date information it provides is the most relevant in the quality
industry. This comprehensive resource is here to serve you 24/7.
Thank you for the hard work that you do. It’s our hope that the following information
we’ve compiled for you makes your jobs that much easier.
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Quality-related inspection is an essential part
of manufacturing. Time and time again, those
manufacturers and companies that ignore, or
even skirt, the inspection process find themselves
at risk of product failure or non-compliance with
manufacturing standards, leading to product
recalls and irreparable damage to their company’s
brand and ability to be competitive—or worse.
As the manufacturing process has become
increasingly faster and more complex, it
has become impossible to rely solely on humans to ensure this essential part of
manufacturing. Enter inspection equipment. At its heart, the characteristics of
what is produced during the manufacturing process is compared with its original
design specifications—or against manufacturing standards—to determine whether
the requirements have been met, and today’s inspection equipment can do so in
astonishingly little time, at incredibly more finite tolerances, and with seemingly little
human interaction. Examples of inspection equipment range from common gages,
calipers, and micrometers to complex visual inspection systems that can include digital
microscopes and laser trackers, just to name a few.
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Founded in 1993, Cincinnati Automation is an inspection
focused automation company with a history founded on
machine vision. Since then, Cincinnati Automation has
become a global leader in turnkey inspection, gaging,
and robotic automation systems. From benchtop, handloaded systems, to pass through inspection machines, to
fully automated, robotically loaded, stand-alone systems,
Cincinnati Automation has a solution for almost any
inspection challenge. By utilizing off the shelf machine
vision cameras, laser measuring devices, and 3D profilers
Cincinnati Automation has the capability and experience
to deploy those devices in custom automation solutions to
solve a customer’s problem.

AUTOMATED INSPECTION SYSTEMS: Keyence and Cognex Certified Vision Integrator
AUTOMATED GAGING SYSTEMS: Single Point, 2D and 3D Profile Laser Gaging Systems
ROBOTIC INSPECTION AND HANDLING SYSTEMS: Fanuc Robot Authorized Integrator
AUTO ID AND SCANNER SYSTEMS: Barcode and RFID Readers, Part Validation Systems
ASSEMBLY AND CHECK SYSTEMS: Assembly and Test, Leak Detection, Laser Etching

For nearly 30 years, Cincinnati Automation’s customers
have helped take the company in new directions to build
a foundation across many industries. Today, Cincinnati
Automation services companies in the automotive, medical
device, consumer products, and material processing
industries among others.
Cincinnati Automation
7533 Industrial Road
Florence KY 41042
859-371-5070
info@cincinnatiautomation.com
www.cincinnatiautomation.com
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CINCINNATI AUTOMATION DESIGNS AND BUILDS CUSTOM TURNKEY AUTOMATION
INSPECTION AND GAGING SYSTEMS AND OFFERS SPECIALTY INTEGRATION SERVICES
FOR INDUSTRY. VISIT US AT WWW.CINCINNATIAUTOMATION.COM FOR MORE INFO

CERTIFIED – EXPERIENCED – RELIABLE
522 ENTERPRISE DRIVE, ERLANGER KY 41017 – (859) 371-5070 – INFO@CINCINNATIAUTOMATION.COM
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With its new Micro HD
video camera and
custom-engineered
image processor, the
4 and 6 mm Hawkeye
V3’s simply deliver the
best image quality of any
borescope on the market
today under$15K! Video
footage and still images
captured by the V3 HD
are crystal clear, with
vibrant, lifelike colors.
Made in USA

Building on the popular Hawkeye V2 Video Borescope,
which was launched in 2012, the new Hawkeye V3
incorporates significant technological advancements,
and represents the next generation of video borescopes
designed and manufactured by Gradient Lens Corporation.
The Hawkeye V3 is a valuable tool for numerous
manufacturing quality control applications . . . in the QC Lab
and on the shop floor. The V3 is also an essential tool for
aircraft, and power generation, windpower, and engine and
systems maintenance teams. The fully portable V3 provides
fast, accurate diagnostics, in mission-critical situations,
without the need for costly, time-consuming engine
teardown.
Interchangeable 90-degree and close-focus optical tips
are optional. The smooth servo-driven articulation range
is +/- 180 degrees. The V3 can operate continuously for
6 hours without the need for recharging. The V3 contains
an integrated, high-efficiency Micro LED light source
illuminating dark areas with ease. Contact us for a free trial
of a V3 Video Borescope.
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To view all suppliers and manufacturers of inspection
equipment, please click here.
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It is no surprise that organizations, particularly
manufacturers, can be more effective and
efficient with the proper alignment of their
management methods. It is no different
for an entity’s quality operations. Many
will be familiar with Six Sigma and Lean
Manufacturing as techniques or philosophies
that can be part of a Quality Management
System, or QMS, and, though focused more
on the business processes, Business Process Management (BPM).
A big benefit of management services, for example, could be the alignment
of QMS and BPM to a horizontal approach, moving away from a focus on
function to an approach that involves staff, customers, suppliers, and clients
alike.
And that is just one scenario of how potentially availing yourself of
management services could help streamline your manufacturing or business
operation.
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According to Lott Inspection who was accredited
earlier this year, “The decision to participate in the ASNT
Certification Services EBC Audit Program was an easy
one for us. Since our founding in 1986, Lott Inspection
recognized the importance of ensuring that our in-house
training and certification programs met the requirements of
ASNT SNT-TC-1A and CP-189. Our clients trust us because
they know we diligently follow the recommendations of
SNT-TC-1A,” said Kim-Tsew Tee, ASNT NDT Level III,
Technical Manager.

Stand out with ASNT’s Employer Based
Certification Accreditation
ASNT’s Employer Based Certification (EBC) Audit
Program provides the NDT industry with a registry program
that ensures NDT Service Providers and Inspection Agencies
meet the minimum compliance with either SNT-TC-1A or
CP-189 through the employer’s Written Practice.
Organizations can secure NDT personnel certification
compliance and ensure proper oversight of your employerbased NDT certifications programs with ASNT’s EBC Audit
Program.
The benefits of EBC include:
• An effective employer-based certification program can
be a critical enabler of growth.
• Receive recognition from ASNT—the industryrecognized, trusted source who developed SNT-TC-1A
andCP-189.
• Tackle the challenges faced individually by companies
through industry-wide standardization and practices.
• Save time and resources and reap potential cost
reductions through fewer site visits to review NDT
personnel certification.
PREVIOUS ARTICLE t
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Registry can be found at:
https://asntcertification.org/Accreditation/EBC_Program/Registry.aspx

To find out more about ASNT`s other programs please visit www.asnt.org.
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Set yourself apart with

Recognized worldwide as a symbol of
excellence by employers, industry leaders,
and credential holders. ASNT is a trusted
name in NDT personnel certification.

For more information on our available
certifications and learn how you can earn
your own, visit: asntcertification.org.

Showcase
YOUR EXPERTISE

Validate your knowledge and skills and
achieve industry recognition. Schedule your
Industry Sector Qualification – Oil & Gas
(ISQ–O&G) exam TODAY.
Visit asntcertification.org for exam dates and
Authorized Exam Center (AEC) locations

MANAGEMENT SERVICES
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To view all management service providers,
please click here.
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When working in inches or even millimeters, it
is easy enough to grab a ruler or tape measure
for your measuring needs. But in today’s
manufacturing environment, parts are created
with tolerances less than plus-or-minus .001 inch.
With those types of measurements, you need
sophisticated measurement equipment.
Quite simply, measurement equipment helps
manufacturers build products quicker, of the correct size and shape and
in accordance with specific, required tolerances, not only benefitting the
manufacturer with rework and scrap and an improved bottom line, but also
ultimately benefitting potential customers with higher-quality goods at a less
expensive price.
Depending on the quality, quantity, and type of product being made, as
well as the capabilities of the manufacturer, there is a host of measurement
equipment available beyond the ruler or tape measure, from simple gages,
calipers, and micrometers to coordinate measurement machines, laser
scanners, and multisensory measurement machines, and more.
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TRUSTED FOR QUALITY MEASUREMENT SINCE 1955

ACCURATE. PRECISE. SHIPS TODAY.
CLASS X PLUG GAGES

PLUS 40 MILLIONTHS, MINUS NOTHING.

Deltronic - Class X Plug and Pin Gages
- ship SAME-DAY from STOCK. We
manufacture and stock all sizes of Plug and
Pin Gages from 0.0040 to 1.0120 inches
(0.1000mm to 25.7000mm) in tenth steps
(0.0025mm). Thread Gages - Plug, Ring,
Setting Plugs, STI, and Pipes NPT, NPTF
and ANPT also in-stock for SAME-DAY
Shipment.

20,000+ SIZES IN STOCK
.0001” Steps / .0040” to 1.0120”
.0025mm Steps / .1000 to 25.7000mm

CERTIFIED & GUARANTEED

NIST traceable, overnight replacement

PRECISION LAPPED

HARDENED & COLD STABILIZED

PATENTED RELIEF HANDLE

ABSOLUTE CONCENTRICITY

Approx. one micro-inch mirror finish
Use with or without gage handles

Rockwell C 62-64 for extra long life
From end-to-end

INSPECTION GRADE

Round within 20 millionths

PLUG AND RING THREAD GAGES
BY ALAMEDAA division
THREAD
GAGES
of Deltronic Corporation

4000+ SIZES IN STOCK
Both inch and metric sizes

NIST TRACEABLE & CERTIFIED

Calibrated pitch diameter included FREE

STANDARD AND SPECIAL SIZES
Sizes up to 3” diameter

1-714-545-0401
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sales@dorseymetrology.com

1-800-549-GAGE
www.dorseymetrology.com

Metrology International

Customized Solutions
The leader in design and build
metrology solutions. We are
the Precision Problem Solver!

Mechanical Gages &
Dial Indicators

For over 65 years Dorsey Metrology International, a certified
women’s business enterprise (WBE), has been manufacturing
high-precision mechanical and optical measurement
equipment. We offer a large variety of handheld and
benchtop precision gages, optical comparators, vision
systems, and custom solutions that are built and designed
for shop floor and laboratory use. Our products are
proudly manufactured in the USA, and we pride ourselves
on uncompromising quality and attention to detail that
separates us from the competition.

Discover the largest
collection of domestically manufactured mechanical
metrology devices including: Dial
Indicators, Bore Gages, Snap Gages,
Large Diameter Gages, Chamfer/
Countersink Gages, and many
more...

Optical Comparators

Dorsey is the leading domestic
producer of optical comparators
and vision systems. They are
manufactured on the foundation
of rigidity, accuracy and offer
unmatched configurability.
Visit us at www.dorseymetrology.com/certifications to get
more information on the scope of our accreditation.
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Gage Assembly, a leading manufacturer of precision
thread plug and ring gages, serves the aerospace, energy,
defense, oil and gas, and automotive industries. Offering
virtually every type of thread gage including American Inch,
Metric, Acme, Buttress, Straight and Tapered Pipe, our size
capabilities run from 000-120 threads per inch to 15 ½ inch
diameter and one thread per inch.
Specials
We also manufacture pre-plate thread plugs and rings,
extra length threads, solid rings, concentricity plugs and
rings, hard chrome gages, Left Hand gages, and are able
to fulfill requests from part/gage drawings. Gages are
manufactured to ANSI and international thread series
standards as required.
Quality Care
Superior wear and extended performance are achieved
through fine tool steels and advanced calibrated inspection
equipment. We apply a hard chrome finish on standard
thread plugs at no extra charge, and offer in-house customer
support.
Learn more.
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Mahr Inc., a subsidiary of the Mahr Group, has over 160
years of experience providing dimensional measurement
solutions to fit customer application needs.
We manufacture and market a wide variety of
dimensional metrology equipment, from simple and easy-touse handheld gages to technically advanced measurement
systems for form, contour, surface finish, length and
optics. We also produce custom-designed gages and offer
calibration and contract measurement services.
Our knowledgeable, experienced team has made Mahr
Inc. a leader in precision measurement. We provide the
tools and technology our customers need to manufacture
their products with unparalleled precision, measuring to
millionths of an inch. In addition to custom-engineered
measurement solutions, our portfolio includes wireless
micrometers and form and surface finish systems.
Mahr Inc. calibration laboratories are accredited to 1S0/
IEC 17025:2005 NVLAP Lab Code 200605-0.
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Meyer Gage Company, Inc. Is a world leader in the
manufacture and measurement of fixed limit OD and ID
gages. The company has been family owned and operated
for 58 years in South Windsor, CT. USA. Products offered
include pin, plug, trilock, taperlock, progressive, reversible,
custom length and ring gages. Calibration services are
accredited in accordance with ISO 17025:2017. The
manufacturing facility is ISO 9001:2015 under the scope of
gages for use in Aerospace, Medical. Automotive, Electric
and Metal Working industries. Free catalog and price list
are available, please contact customer service at 1-800-2437087 or email insidesales@meyergage.com
Meyer Gage Company, Inc.
230 Burnham Street
South Windsor, CT 06074 USA
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SAME-DAY
STYLI

Q MARK

Unconditionally Guaranteed
Custom Designs Welcome
ISO 9001:2015 Certified
Proudly USA Made

Q-Mark offers same-day service and overnight shipping on
machine tool & CMM probe styli. Proudly made in the USA
and unconditionally guaranteed since 1992. We are ISO
9001:2015 certified.
The Q in Q-Mark stands for quality. We are committed to
doing it right the first time. Our products are manufactured
and assembled in our Southern California facility before
we ship them, with industry-leading turnaround time, to
manufacturers all over the world. We know that the quality of
our products translates directly to the quality our customers
can achieve in their own manufacturing processes.
Everything we make is unconditionally guaranteed. For us,
quality is a first principle. Order online at cmms.com.
While supplies last, receive your free $25.00 value Thread
Card with your first online order at cmms.com. Add our
handy Q-Mark Thread Card to your cart with your other
Q-Mark items and use code QUALITY21 at checkout.
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GET A FREE CATALOG OR POSTER
1-949-457-1913
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Rayco
Logo Specs

PMSRayco
Colors Fixture

has been in business for over 40 years and
fixtures for more than 30. With our
modular fixturing system you can easily recreate any part
Font
set up effortlessly. Our precision ground standoffs ensure
• Nexus Light Regular
repeatable heights for every part setup. And, our tension
Layout
Variations
spring
clamps allow you to control clamping force on your
For a square layout, center the logomark above the company name. Visually align the center the point of
part.
the shield with the “Y”.
• Blue: PMS 072, Hex #2905a1
specializing in modular
• Red: PMS 032, Hex #ed2e38

Rayco makes a variety of modular plates to fit any CMM,
Vision or Portable Measuring System. With mounting
options to fit your stage we can help make your inspection
set ups more efficient. Rayco offers plates out of Aluminum,
Acrylic and Steel. Giving you the ability to take on the
smallest parts to some of the biggest. We also offer Custom
Fixtures to suit your particular application.
Rayco Fixture can help you get the most out of your
Align Logomark
to Company
Namemake
metrology equipment. So, contact
us on how
we can
your quality control more effective.
800-443-8827
www.RAYCOFIXTURE.com
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Your partner
for innovative
manufacturing
SPRINT™

Renishaw is a global, high precision metrology and
healthcare technology group. We have spent nearly 50 years
engineering change. Throughout our history, we have made
a significant commitment to research and development with
typically around 13% to 18% of annual sales invested in R&D
and engineering. This has enabled us to design, develop
and deliver solutions that provide unparalleled precision,
control and reliability. We are also a world leader in the
field of additive manufacturing (also referred to as metal 3D
printing), where we design and produce industrial machines
which ‘print’ parts from metal powder. From transport to
agriculture, electronics to healthcare, our breakthrough
technology transforms product performance. We have more
than 79 offices in 37 countries, with over 4,400 employees
worldwide. Over 2,500 people are employed within
the UK where we carry out the majority of our research,
development and manufacturing.

High-speed,
high-accuracy
touch-trigger and
scanning machine
tool probe

QC-20 Ballbar

Machine calibration and
optimization for performance
measurement and diagnosis

Equator™

Highly repeatable,
thermally insensitive,
reprogrammable gauging
system for the shop floor

Revo

High performance, 5-axis CMM
scanning, non-contact inspection
and surface finish analysis

For more information please visit:
www.renishaw.com
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Contact us at:
usa@renishaw.com
or
847-286-9953
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Western’s Micro IIi Air Gage Readout provides fast and
accurate measurements of tapered internal and external
diameters. The air gage instrument features include a built
in microprocessor, digital and analog displays, USB & RS232 serial data outputs, and auto calibration with master
gages. Taper and datum diameters are displayed with
resolutions to 5 micro-inches or .1 microns. Applications
include measurement of machine tool spindle tapers, tool
holders and medical implant tapers. Western also designs
and manufactures custom air gages for precision I.D. and
O.D. match fittings, inspecting flatness, concentricity,
perpendicularity, and parallelism.
Visit our website: westerngage.com
Direct inquiries to: sales@westerngage.com
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ZEISS Industrial Quality Solutions
ZEISS Industrial Quality Solutions is a leading
manufacturer of multidimensional metrology solutions.
These include coordinate measuring machines, optical
and multisensor systems, microscopy systems for
industrial quality assurance as well as metrology software
for the automotive, aircraft, mechanical engineering,
plastics and medical technology industries. Innovative
technologies such as 3D X-ray metrology for quality
inspection round off the portfolio. In addition, ZEISS
Industrial Quality Solutions offers a broad global
spectrum of customer services with ZEISS Quality
Excellence Centers close to its customers. The company
is headquartered in Oberkochen. Production and
development sites outside Germany are located in
Minneapolis in the USA, Shanghai, China and Bangalore,
India. ZEISS Industrial Quality Solutions is part of the
Industrial Quality & Research segment.
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Inspect the invisible in just one step.
The new level of simplicity
ZEISS METROTOM 1

ZEISS METROTOM 1
With the easy-to-use CT technology of ZEISS METROTOM 1, anyone can efficiently perform complex measurement and inspection tasks with just one scan.
Measure and inspect hidden defects and internal structures that cannot be detected with tactile or optical measuring systems. Just as smart: ZEISS METROTOM 1‘s size.
With its small footprint, the CT scanner fits easily into your metrology lab and enables in-house measurements and inspections in just one step.

Visit zeiss.com/metrotom1

MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT
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To view all suppliers and manufacturers of
measurement equipment, please click here.
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From the materials used to its components to the
finished product, testing is another cornerstone
of the manufacturing process. Ensuring that
every aspect of a product meets or exceeds the
requirements for said product is the job of testing
equipment.
Every industry from electronics to aerospace
to medical equipment performs rigorous testing.
Why? Because their manufactured products, quite simply, have to work
and exceed the effects of the environment and its elements to keep the
customers who use them safe. Industries that are producing goods for lessintense environments can benefit from testing equipment as well, and those
manufacturers can see benefits in the increased quality of their products,
improved customer loyalty from products that live up to or exceed customer
expectations, and an improved bottom line achieved with less risk of rework,
scrap and product recalls.
Just a few of this invaluable testing equipment include force testers,
hardness testers, and materials testers.
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Portable Hardness Testing solutions
from Webster Instrument, Inc.
Webster Instrument, Inc. has been designing and
producing start of the art portable hardness testing
solutions for over 89 years. When product and process
Quality matter and bench testing is not feasible, rely on
the portable WEBSTER® Hardness Tester. Our handheld
testers remain the standard since introduction into the
Aviation Industry in 1932 and are now relied on globally
wherever aluminum, brass, copper or steel are utilized
in production. We test a variety of shapes to include
extrusions, tubing and flat stock. All of our WEBSTER®
Hardness Testers are assembled in the United States
from domestically sourced materials. Let us help you
determine our best model to support your production
process based on the application and materials to be
tested.
(310) 479-6770
www.webstertesters.com
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To view all suppliers and manufacturers of
testing equipment, please click here.
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Like calibration and management
services, there are companies that
offer services for testing, inspection,
and measurement. For smaller
manufacturing operations or large
operations with low volume needs,
these services can be invaluable,
providing the same access to
equipment from simple gages, calipers,
and hand-held devices to tabletop and
high-tech scanners, trackers, testers,
and coordinate measurement machines
operated by experienced technicians
using the latest techniques and processes.
With testing, inspection, and measurement services, manufacturers with no
extensive, in-house quality operations can benefit from the same improved
customer loyalty and healthy bottom line achieved with increased customer
expectations and less risk of rework, scrap and product recalls.
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PRECISION MEASUREMENT LABORATORIES

In business since 1986 specializing
in dimensional inspection
services, first article inspection,
reverse-engineering and 3-D
scanning. Our clients range
from small job shops and
manufacturers to leading firms in
commercial, industrial, defense,
automotive, medical, and
aerospace markets. Our services can be integrated into
any stage of your design/manufacturing process. We are
located in Southern California with customers nationwide.

DIMENSIONAL INSPECTION
AND
METROLOGY SERVICES

www.geoform.com

* First Article / in-process inspection of castings, forgings,
formed, molded, machined parts, fixtures, assemblies
* From simple parts to the most complex
* CAD / PMI, DPD, MBD, GD&T fluent
* Aerospace, Defense, Medical, Automotive, Commercial
* Touch-trigger, tactile scanning, laser, structured light, video
* More than 30,000 inspection jobs completed since 1986
- AS9100 - ISO9001 - ISO/IEC 17025 –
- Nadcap M & I - ITAR registered –
Geoform, Inc.
16832 Gramercy Place
Gardena, CA 90247
PH 424-292-3407
www.geoform.com
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Metrology

Inspection | Programming | Training | Calibration

Made To Measure Metrology is a leading quality inspection
laboratory providing metrology equipment and services
to companies throughout North America. We have the
most comprehensive offering in the industry ranging
from dimensional inspection, CMM programming and
reverse engineering to CMM service, CMM equipment
and metrology training. We can support any company no
matter their level of metrology proficiency, from small scale
manufacturers to advanced quality departments. Our team
of highly-experienced metrologists are AUKOM-certified,
trained in all aspects of dimensional inspection, and are
proficient at finding custom solutions! In fact, finding
custom solutions is what we do best! Consider Made to
Measure for any metrology need including FAIs, CMM
programming, onsite service, CMM calibration, part sorting,
consulting, training, and overcapacity support – we’ve got
you covered. Let us develop feasible metrology solutions
for your most challenging inspection projects! Learn more
about our capabilities at https://madetomeasurecmm.com/
about/lab-capabilities/ or contact us today to discuss your
requirements.

Dimensional Inspection
CMM Programming
Reverse Engineering/3D Scanning
CMM Equipment & Software
CMM Service & Calibration
Metrology Training & Consulting
We support companies throughout North America

Call or email to discuss your next project!
Ph: 847.851.1160

|

info@measure911.com

madetomeasurecmm.com
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Q-PLUS Labs is the leading precision dimensional measurement
laboratory that, since 1987, has provided a one-stop, under-oneroof solution to all of your precision measurement, inspection,
engineering, quality assurance related, and metrology equipment
needs. We offer a wide array of services, from measurement
& testing, 3D scanning, CT scanning, and onsite services, to
helping our customers streamline their quality process to helping
them find the best-fit dimensional measurement solutions for
their applications. Q-PLUS Labs is ISO 9001 registered, ISO
13485 & AS9100 certified, ISO 17025 accredited by A2LA, ITAR
registered, and EcoVadis approved. Additionally, we are proud
to have earned the numerous formal customer approvals that
we actively maintain. Q-PLUS Labs is also a long-time member
of the American Society for Quality (ASQ). All measurements are
traceable to the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(N.I.S.T.). Q-PLUS Labs exists to meet the quality needs related to
the manufacturing and perfection of your product.
Q-PLUS Labs
13765 Alton Parkway, Unit E
Irvine, CA 92618
949-380-7758
https://www.qpluslabs.com
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To view all services providers of testing, inspection
& measurement, please click here.
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Software is said to be ubiquitous. Like
coffee being available on just about
every street corner, software is “in” just
about everything we do. Business and
manufacturing is no different, particularly
for quality. It is the software that helps
control all of the hardware and activity,
from the shop floor to the boardroom.
CAM/CAD and reverse engineering
software aid designers and engineers in
understanding existing—as well as creating new—technologies and machines.
Enterprise resource planning (ERP) and quality management software help
us manage and execute a company-wide strategy and its quality operation.
Inspection and statistical process control software helps us collect data to
improve and manage the actual inspection and metrology happening on the
manufacturing floor. And these are just a few of the software options available
to a manufacturing operation today….and in the future (AI, machine learning,
robotics…).
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United Goes Supersonic with
Boom Aerospace

SOFTWARE

Quality Verified by Verisurf
“We use Verisurf software to verify the quality of virtually
every part and assembly within our supersonic aircraft.
Verisurf works with our CAD systems, measuring devices,
and those used by our supply chain. Using Verisurf as
a common measurement platform ensures quality and
efficiency in inspection, reverse engineering, tool building
and assembly guidance at Boom.”
Todd Wyatt, Metrologist, Boom Aerospace

One Software. All CAD files. All CMMs.
Verisurf Software, Inc. is a measurement solutions company
that provides advanced applications for quality inspection,
reverse engineering, tool building, and assembly guidance.
Verisurf products and processes are vital to maintaining a
digital thread between design, engineering, manufacturing,
and finished part validation. Built on a powerful CAD platform,
Verisurf is committed to digital Model-Based Definition (MBD),
open standards, and universal compatibility with all coordinate
measuring machines and CAD software. Verisurf solutions help
manufacturers produce higher quality products in less time.

Read the whole story – Click Here
www.verisurf.com • 866-340-5551

See the difference Verisurf
can make in your shop, with
your parts. Contact us today.

Verisurf Software
Ph 888-713-7201
www.verisurf.com
sales@verisurf.com
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InnovMetric is an independent software development company
that empowers manufacturers of every size to digitally transform
their 3D measurement processes. InnovMetric revolutionized
3D metrology with the introduction of point-cloud-based
dimensional inspection in 2000 and the concept of a universal
3D metrology software platform in 2006. Today, with over 17,000
customers in 98 countries, and the world’s largest industrial
manufacturers having adopted its PolyWorks® solutions as
their standard 3D metrology software platform, InnovMetric is
focusing on creating next-generation digital data and process
management technologies. Headquartered in Quebec City,
Canada, InnovMetric is a multinational organization with 500
employees dedicated to bringing 3D measurement data at the
heart of enterprise manufacturing processes.
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To view all software suppliers, please click here.
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Machine vision has been around for quite some time, yet
improvements in technology put it on the forefront of some
of the most interesting technology talked about today, both
in and outside of manufacturing. The forming of a machine
vision system requires a few technologies simply working
together to provide a high-tech, low-effort, highly accurate
inspection process. With proper lighting, staging, and lenses,
a combination of sensors and/or cameras capture images of
a product at various stages (often in-process) of production, processing hardware (a
simple computer or advanced vision appliance) and software algorithms render (and
often analyze) the image and communicate the results.
In addition, the machine vision market is on the front lines of the utilization of
automation, robots, machine learning, and artificial intelligence, which could provide
machine vision applications for quality inspection including positioning, identification,
verification, measurement, and flaw detection. And unlike human inspectors, a
machine vision system could work “nonstop” providing 100% online inspection,
resulting in improved product quality, higher yields, and lower production costs.
A higher, more consistent product experience will help drive customer loyalty, and
the bottom line.
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VISION & SENSORS

Micro-Epsilon offers a worldwide unique range of sensors,
measurement systems and customized inspection systems.
The product range includes inductive, confocal chromatic and
capacitive sensors as well as laser, eddy current, draw wire and
temperature sensors, interferometers and measurement systems
for automated inline 3D inspection. Micro-Epsilon’s sensors help
to save resources, automate production and ensure the highest
quality in production processes.
An integral part of the company’s philosophy is to always
find the best solution for the customer, which also includes
the development of customer-specific products for special
environments and installation conditions. More than 1,000
employees worldwide, numerous patents and extensive knowhow enable Micro-Epsilon to hold a unique market position in
more than 50 countries.
Contact our sensor experts now to discuss your measurement
solution. Call 919 787 9707 or send an email.
www.micro-epsilon.com
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To view all visions & sensors suppliers
and services, please click here.
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Nondestructive testing, or NDT, encompasses a
wide array of technologies and techniques used
in manufacturing to inspect, test, and evaluate the
properties of a material, components and entire
products without causing damage. Due to the noninvasive nature, as well as the savings of time and
money, NDT is a highly sought approach to quality
control.
Take, for instance, weld inspection. Welds are commonly used to join two or
more metal parts and these welds often encounter stress and fatigue over time. If
these welds are not properly created and formed or have defects such as a poor
bond or cracks on the inside of the weld not visible to the naked eye, they could
fail. For reasons like this, NDT is used in some of the most safety-concerned
industries, including transportation, aerospace, medical device, and medical
imaging. Some common NDT methods and technologies include eddy-current,
magnetic-particle inspection, liquid penetrant, radiography, and ultrasonic, just to
name a few.
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At Carestream NDT, we value our relationships with NDT
technicians and professionals worldwide. We listen to the
challenges and needs of the industry with a solutions-based
approach; our goal is to provide the right combination of digital
and film offerings that also allow you to increase productivity and
profitability. Our state-of-the-art global supply chain, experienced
sales and support professionals and extensive dealer network are
entirely dedicated to the NDT market.
Yesterday we started with film products and improved the film
portfolio. Today we offer an award-winning line of CR Systems
and DR detectors. And tomorrow, with our all-in-one software
platform, we will continue to invest in digital product solutions to
continue our legacy of innovation as a leader in NDT.
Carestream NDT has a broad product line and solutionsbased approach so we can deliver the ideal balance of digital and
film products, chemicals solutions, and processor technology.
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Broad selection. Custom solutions. Global support.
• A full line of DR detectors: high-resolution or high-speed,
large format or compact
• CR systems: high-performance for in the lab and
portable for mobile labs
• INDUSTREX Digital Viewing Software
• Film packaging formats for more options
• Film processor models – high-volume or space-saving
• Chemical solutions
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Matec Instrument Companies, Inc. is an industry leader in
providing conventional and phased array ultrasonic testing
solutions to institutional and industrial users. Our systems
are deployed in demanding testing applications, including
composite metal and air frames, aeroengines, primary metals,
pipe and tube, automotive, petrochemical, railroad, and medical,
among others.
Matec provides a full range of in-house services, including
applications testing; ultrasonic instruments; data collection and
analysis software; mechanical, electrical, and electronic design;
and machining and fabrication. This allows us to provide a
seamless, fully integrated solution, and a single point of contact
for our customers.
Our strength lies in our capability to develop innovative
solutions for advanced materials and complex part geometries
within project budgets. Our ability to respond to difficult and
unique testing requirements provides today’s leading institutions
and industries the solutions required to maintain product integrity
and quality assurance.
Visit www.matec.com or call 508-393-0155 for more information.
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North Star Imaging manufactures turn-key industrial 2D & 3D
Digital Radiography & Computed Tomography (CT) X-ray
equipment. Industrial X-ray imaging is often used for R&D,
Failure Analysis, Quality Control, Internal Measurements, HighSpeed 3D Scanning, 3D Metrology & more. X-ray scanning allows
users to view & inspect the external & internal structures of a part
without opening or destroying it.
NSI’s efX® CT integrates the most powerful CT reconstruction
& visualization software available, including modules for
calibration, measurement, real-time density segmentation
& surface extraction (point cloud & CAD capabilities). This
technology is used in Aerospace and Defense, Automotive,
Electronics, Medical Device & other industries.
NSI also offers additional services which includes as-needed
X-ray Inspection Scanning Services at their 5 global sites in
Minnesota, California, Massachusetts, UK and China and, 24/7
NDT Technical Service and Basic & Advanced NDT classroom
and online trainings all year round. NSI is ISO 9001:2015
certified.

Automated Industrial
X-ray Systems & Services
• Internal & External Measurements
• 2D & 3D Metrology
• Reverse Engineering
• Failure Analysis
• Research & Development (R&D)
• Assembly Verification
• Product Quality Compliance

sales@4nsi.com
www.4nsi.com
PREVIOUS ARTICLE t
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To view all NDT suppliers and services,
please click here.
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